21st May 2021

Please remember we must follow government guidelines regarding if you or a
member of your family has COVID-19 symptoms. There is now guidance on the
school phone and please check on the government website on:
https://www.gov.uk/coronavirus

Dear all,
School has been great fun this week, as you will see from
the articles in our newsletter.
It's so lovely having visitors back in school, hearing music
recitals and drama productions and listening to a 'real'
author about local heroes.
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Holly Class

This week, Holly Class have been
learning all about time! We’ve been focusing on o’clock
and half past on analogue and digital clocks. The class
have been very successful in being able to show me a
time and telling the time. We’ve been telling the time
throughout the day too so the children can see which
events happen and at what time.

We are finding out so much about 'Our Creative
Community' and you will be amazed when you come into
school to see our exhibition. The children are completing
screen prints ready to be displayed at St. Mary Cray
Station.
If you see anywhere else where you think our local
community would enjoy seeing what talented pupils we
have, please let me know.
We are still keen to know about the history of our area
and links with the school so please let us know anything
you find out.

Have a good weekend and don't forget that we have an
INSET DAY on Friday so the children break up for half
term, next Thursday, 27th May.
Best wishes,
Mrs. Weeks

Beech Class Beech Class were treated to a brass
instrument demonstration this week!
This showcased a range of instruments, names and the
different sounds they make. The children could then
decide whether they wanted to try and learn how to
play a particular instrument.

21st May 2021
Olive Class

Olive Class had fun in our Science
lesson this week, looking at light and images through
water and glass.
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Elm Class

In Elm Class we have continued to learn
about the Frenchman, Phillipe Petit. We
have written about how he would have felt when he
first stepped out onto the wire, we have answered eye
witnesses questions and written a newspaper article.
In Maths, we have been learning to use a protractor to
measure angles, and label acute, right angle, obtuse
and reflex angles.

Hazel Class

Hazel Class have started a new book
this week called ‘The Way Back Home’
by Oliver Jeffers, which is about a boy and an alien that
meet up in space and help each other get back home. For
Topic we have been looking at famous people and this
week we listened to Our Now>Press>Play interactive
lesson to learn more about Neil Armstrong. The children
used the headphones and then interacted with the story.
For our school Artsmark we made a screen print in the
style of Henry Matisse and I would like to say a big thank
you to all of the adults that helped out, the children really
enjoyed making their own print. I hope you all have a
good weekend. Mrs Dale

Walnut Class This week we have enjoyed learning
about the frog lifecycle. We have tadpoles in our
classrooms and we have been keeping tadpole diaries
as part of our Literacy. In Maths we have been
learning to identify odd and even numbers. Our class
butterflies hatched this week and we enjoyed
releasing them in our garden.
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Ash and Maple Classes

The Provision children
have had a ‘whale of a time’ screen printing this week.
They still need to put the finishing touches on, but have
done an amazing job so far. The Maple children also
really enjoyed the Pikiki theatre and were keen to get
involved. Meanwhile, the Ash children, and some of
Maple, have been tickling their taste buds with
food sampling.

Willow Class

We have been learning all about the
life-cycles of chicks, butterflies and
frogs. We had some caterpillars in class that made
cocoons and then emerged as beautiful butterflies. We
took advantage of a very short period of sunshine this
week to release them. All five butterflies flew away
happily.
We have
enjoyed
watching
them and are
excited to be
getting some
tadpoles to
observe too!
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Cedar and Chestnut Classes

This week in Year 2, we have been learning about
measure. We have been measuring weight with
scales, length with cm rules, height with metre sticks
and temperatures with thermometers. We have
been making
sure we include
the correct unit
of measure
when writing
our findings.
Here we are
making sure we
measuring
EVERYTHING in
the classroom,
including the
adults!

Birch Class
Birch Class have started an
experiment with plants, investigating how water is
transported through a plant and coming up with
different theories! We are exploring this through using
food dye and a rose along with trapping one plant in a
glass jar! We can’t wait to see what will happen!

21st May 2021
Internet Safety News
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Poverest is now a National
Online Safety certified

school!
We are ever so grateful to everyone who completed the
parent course on National Online Safety which allowed
us to become a certified school for online safety.
Having this award shows how much we value online
safety at Poverest, which includes children, parents and
teachers.

Thank you for all your support, we really appreciate it!

Elder Class

Elder Class have continued their learning
journey with our current text, 'The Man
Who Walked Between the Towers.'
We became journalists for the day; asking an eyewitness
to give her account on what she saw. We have focused on
using inverted commas in our writing and looking at
paragraph cohesion.
In Maths we have been learning about angles. We have
understood what an angle is and can name different
angles. We used a protractor to measure angles and even
found out what type of angles we have in our initials.
In Art we have focused on the artist Henri Matisse. We
used his technique of cutting without sketching. We made
different patterns and we will be using these for our
screen printing next week.

Oak Class

This week, Oak Class have been learning
about the life and times of Wassily Kandinsky. They
have created their own version and have named their
collage. Having learned about the most recent sale of
one of his paintings for £188 million, they then 'sold'
their creation to the class - explaining about
positioning, mood and atmosphere.
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Fir Class

Fig Class

In Fig Class we have been learning how to screen print using the artist Henri Matisse as the starting
point of our printing journey. We created stencils out of card and then printed our stencils using our chosen
colours. Our theme in Fig was ‘The Sea’.

21st May 2021
Drama
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